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What are the dynamics of the supershear transition?

What determines the supershear transition distance?

Is there a minimum magnitude required for supershear earthquakes?



Supershear Phenomenology in

Numerical Models

Spontaneous ruptures

nucleated by perturbing

pre-existing static crack

Dynamic propagation under

power-law slip-weakening



Transition in 2D

[as in Andrews, 1976; Das and Aki, 1977]



Transition in 3D

(On Unbounded Faults)

[as in Madariaga and Olsen, 2000]



Stress Profile of

Expanding Mode II Crack

[from self-similar solution by Burridge, 1973]

rate of stress release is constant, so stress levels

remain constant but lengths grow linearly in time



Self-Similar Dugdale Model



Ldc
cst

= dc(S)

Lnuc
Lfric

= nuc S,...( )

Transition occurs when daughter crack reaches critical length:

Nucleation lengths scale as

Rupture process determines

Ldc = Lnuc

Combine to get single equation for L, solution of which gives

supershear transition length Ltrans

[all functions can be calculated for self-similar Dugdale model]

e.g., slip-weakening Lfric = μd0 /( p r )

may depend upon rupture

process (shape of stress field

near S-wave peak)

self-similar scaling



Stress Profile of

Expanding Elliptical Crack

    exactly the same scaling as in 2D, but with Smax=1.19

rather than 1.77 [Andrews, 1985]

elliptical crack solution

[Burridge and Willis, 1969;

Richards, 1973]



Numerical Validation of

Theoretical Ideas



3D Ruptures on Bounded Faults

transition inhibited by arrest waves for W<0.8Ltrans;

can be written as < critical(S) where =[( 0- r)
2 W/μ]/[( p- r)d0]

rupture front contours plotted every 3.67Lfric/cs



Sensitivity to Friction Law

Dugdale

linear slip-weakening



Supershear Transition from Stress-Wave Radiation

Induced by Sub-Rayleigh Speed Jumps

note length L and time t are now measured

from when jump occurs

x

t
v1 v2<cR Approximate incident rupture with

singular semi-infinite crack:

(x, t) = r +
KH x v1t( )

2 x v1t( )

Radiation comes from two sources:

1. negate stress field of incident

rupture between v1 and v2

2. account for any additional stress

drop for x>0

slipping to left of solid line

(constant stress drop),

locked to right



Contribution from Negating Stress

Field of Incident Rupture

Amplitude of transient

stress field decays as t-1/2

Introducing p gives a time

scale for supershear burst

(can easily generate several

km of propagation in large

magnitude events)



Contribution of Additional

Stress Drop

Scaling is identical to

that of expanding

ruptures, with S

replaced by

 S =
p r

r   r



Implications for the Occurrence (and

Modeling) of Supershear Earthquakes

Implies that

1. supershear transition will occur as soon as stress

levels reach peak strength

2. if sustained supershear speeds are not observed over

some magnitude range, then stress conditions are

not favorable (S>Smax), at least on average

3. proper understanding requires knowledge of how S
(specifically 0 and r) varies with magnitude

      Lfric must be very small since this parameter scales with

slip-weakening distances appropriate for nucleation

But there are several mechanisms for giving at least

short-lived supershear bursts, if not a complete

transition, at all scales.


